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Blood pressure-lowering
 effect of repeated Waon
therapy in non-smokers with hypertension
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Abstract
Waon therapy (WT) has been used as a thermal therapy in chronic heart failure patients. However, its effect in patients with
hypertension is unclear. This study aimed to reveal the hypotensive effect of WT in patients with hypertension. WT was performed on
31 patients with hypertension (63.9±11.9years, male: 17) on standard hypertension treatment focusing on lifestyle modification and
medication. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured before and after WT using an upper arm automated
sphygmomanometer. We investigated the effect of single and repeated (1 time/d, >5 times) WT sessions on blood pressure and
further compared its effect between current smoking (n=11, 55.4±6.4years, 8.5±2.4 times) and non-smoking (n=11, 66.9±8.5
years, 12.2±5.9 times) groups. A total of 370 sessions of WT were conducted. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures significantly
decreased after a single WT session (systolic blood pressure: 118.5±10.1 to 115.1±9.0mmHg, P< .001; diastolic blood pressure:
70.5±6.4 to 65.9±5.3mm Hg, P< .001). The blood pressure decrease following repeated WT was not significant when all
participants were considered (systolic blood pressure: 122.3±15.2 to 116.9±19.6mm Hg; diastolic blood pressure: 73.8±16.7 to
68.2±13.2mmHg); however, it was significant in the non-smoking group (systolic blood pressure: 124.2±11.3 to 108.8±13.4mm
Hg, P< .001; diastolic blood pressure: 73.6±4.9 to 62.1±7.6mm Hg, P< .001). Repeated WT (at least 5 sessions) decreased
blood pressure in patients with hypertension, especially in non-smokers. WT is a simple method to reduce blood pressure in non-
smoking patients with hypertension.

Abbreviations: BP-diff = difference of blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure, MBP = mean blood pressure, SBP =
systolic blood pressure, WT = Waon therapy.
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1. Introduction

Thermal therapy is one of the oldest forms of physiotherapy.
Heat therapy, such as hot baths and saunas, achieves deep
heating of the body (i.e., increases the core body temperature),
leading to health benefits.[1] Waon therapy (WT), which was
researched and developed in Japan, is one of the most effective
ways to increase core body temperature. Its name means
“soothing warm therapy,” and it is a healing approach in which
the entire body is comfortably warmed.[2] It is characterized
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by low cardiac stress and can even be safe to perform in patients
with severe heart failure.[3–5] Repeated dry sauna therapy for
2 weeks has been reported to improve endothelial and cardiac
functions,[6] exercise capacity,[7] autonomic functions,[8,9] and
prognosis of chronic heart failure.[10]

In recent years, hypertension, which affects a large number of
patients, has been shown to cause heart failure.[11] Persistent
hypertension can lead to deterioration of vascular endothelial,[12]

autonomic,[13] and cardiac function; development of cardiovas-
cular disease; and progression to heart failure.[14] Smoking is a
risk factor for hypertension and arteriosclerosis.[15]

The general treatment for hypertension is based on medication
and lifestyle changes, such as exercise, smoking cessation, and
low sodium intake.[16] Sauna bath has also been shown to prevent
hypertension,[17,18] but tolerance to sauna bath varies from
person to person.[19,20] Some people experience transient
increases in cardiac stress, such as rise in blood pressure, heart
rate, and sympathetic nerve activity.[21,22] In addition, cold water
immersion after a sauna bath can be problematic.[22,23] In most
cases, there are no adverse health effects, but the few reports of
cardiac incidents after sauna bathing underscore the need for
caution.[24]

Previous studies have shown that WT is effective in
hemodynamics improvement or symptoms and does not cause
exacerbation or high cardiac stress in patients with severe heart
failure.[3–5] Therefore, it may improve cardiovascular dysfunc-
tion, such as endothelial dysfunction, which may be comorbid in
patients with hypertension.
However, the blood pressure-lowering effect of WT in

medically managed patients with hypertension has not been
elucidated. Additionally, there is no report on the effect of
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smoking on the blood pressure-lowering properties of WT. This
study aimed to clarify whether the blood pressure-lowering effect
ofWT differs depending on the presence or absence of smoking in
patients with hypertension.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A retrospective study was conducted on the records of patients
who underwent WT. The participants were 31 inpatients with
hypertension (63.9±11.9years, male: 17) on standard hyperten-
sion treatment.[25] The study period was between Nov 2016 and
Feb 2019. None of the participants had cardiovascular,
cerebrovascular disease, or irregular arrhythmias such as atrial
fibrillation, atrial flutter, or chronic heart failure. The partic-
ipants’ details are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Blood pressure measurement

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP)
were measured before and after WT using an arm sphygmoma-
nometer (HEM-1020 [cuff size 150mm; Applicable upper arm
diameter; 170–320mm] Omron Corporation, Kyoto, Japan).
Measurements were taken on the right upper arm in a sitting
position after a 1-minute rest according to the technique
recommended in the guidelines.[26] The observer practiced the
measurement method beforehand so that the patient could
measure the blood pressure properly. The sphygmomanometer
simultaneously measured the pulse rate.
Mean blood pressure was calculated based on SBP and DBP as

follows: mean blood pressure (MBP) = 1/3 SBP + 2/3 DBP.
Differential pressure (BP-diff) was calculated as follows: SBP-
DBP.
2.3. Waon therapy

WT was conducted according to previously described meth-
ods[27] using far-infrared dry sauna equipment (CTW-5000,
Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan) pre-warmed to 60°C. All sessions
were conducted between 3 and 5 pm. The patients sat in the dry
sauna for 15minutes. During the heat-retention phase, they
rested supine on a bed for 30 minutes wrapped in a blanket. Body
weight was measured before and after each session (HBF-252F-
W, Omron Corporation, Kyoto, Japan), and the patients were
Table 1

Participants’ clinical characteristics.

Total

Sex Male:Female 21:1
Age (yr) 61.1±9.4
Height (cm) 164.5±4.9
Body weight (kg) 77.8±8.8
BMI 28.7±2.6
Antihypertensive medication n (%) 13 (59.1)
Ca antagonist n (%) 12 (54.5)
ACE/ARB n (%) 9 (40.9)
Diuretic n (%) 1 (4.5)
a blocker n (%) 1 (4.5)

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Significant differences in clinical characteristics suc
ACE= angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor, ARB= angiotensin II receptor blocker, BMI=body mass
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rehydrated based on the weight lost during the session to prevent
dehydration. Sublingual temperature was measured thrice
(before and after the session and at the heat-retention phase)
using a digital thermometer (MC-681, Omron Corporation,
Kyoto, Japan) by placing the tip of the thermometer on the
sublingual surface.

2.4. Blood pressure-lowering effect of Waon therapy

The blood pressure-lowering effects of a single (every session, 31
patients) and repeated (at once a day for a total of at least 5
sessions, 22 patients)WTwere compared between patients with a
history of smoking (current smoking group, 11 patients vs non-
smoking group, 11 patients). Of the 31 patients who underwent
WT, 9 patients were not included in the group of repeated WT
patients because they underwent the WT for less than 5 sessions.
The “at least 5 sessions” parameter refers to the fact that the
patients could get at least 5 sessions per week, provided they
attended daily WT sessions during the weekdays. “Repeated”
was set to “at least 5 sessions,” as the researchers planned to run
these sessions for a period longer than 1 week.
For single WT, blood pressure readings before and after the

WT session were used. For repeatedWT, blood pressure readings
taken before the first and last sessions were used.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Data are presented as means ± standard deviations. Statistical
analyses were performed using Statistics for Excel 2012 (Social
Survey Research Information Co., Tokyo). Paired data were
analyzed using the paired t test. Two-way analysis of variance
with post-hoc Bonferroni correction was used for between-group
comparisons. The significance level was set at 5%.
2.6. Ethical considerations

This research was conducted in accordance with the code of
ethics of Sapporo Ryokuai Hospital and with due consideration
for the protection of the participants’ personal information.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants for their
participation in the study and for the publication of this report.
The data obtained were de-linked and anonymized. The authors
confirm that all participants cannot be identified via the paper
and that they have been fully anonymized. Furthermore, the
authors affirm that all mandatory health and safety procedures
Non-smoking (n=11) Current smoking (n=11) P value

10:1 11:0 .306
66.9±8.5 55.4±6.4 .002
162.4±4.2 166.6±4.8 .043
72.8±6.8 82.7±7.9 .005
27.6±1.9 29.9±2.8 .040
4 (36.4) 9 (81.8) .030
3 (27.2) 9 (81.8) .010
4 (36.4) 5 (45.5) .665
1 (9.1) 0 (0) .306
0 (0) 1 (9.1) .306

h as age, body weight, BMI, and details of medication were observed between the 2 groups.
index.
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were adhered to during the experimental work reported in the
paper.
3. Results

A total of 253 WT sessions were conducted. No adverse events
such as hypotension or falls as a result of the therapy were
reported.
3.1. Participants’ characteristics

The participants’ characteristics are shown in Table 1. The
participants in the current smoking group (8.5±2.4 times) were
significantly younger (55.4±6.4years vs 66.9±8.5years, P
= .002) and heavier (71.5±5.3kg vs 81.5±8kg, P< .001) than
those in the non-smoking group (12.2±5.9 times). The use of
antihypertensive medication, especially calcium antagonists, was
more common in the smoking group.
3.2. Blood pressure changes after a single session of
Waon therapy

The blood pressure changes after a single session of WT are
shown in Table 2. The SBP, DBP, and mean blood pressure were
significantly lower after a single WT session (difference in SBP:
�3.7±13.8mm Hg, difference in DBP: �4.5±9.3mm Hg,
difference in MBP: �3.9±9.3mm Hg). BP-diff was not
significantly altered. The blood pressure change after a single
session of WT did not differ between the current smoking and
non-smoking groups (non-smoking vs current smoking, respec-
tively: SBP: �2.7±13.4 vs �3.1±10.0mm Hg, P= .837; DBP:
�3.9±9.6 vs �5.3±9.0mm Hg, P= .222; MBP: �3.5±10.0 vs
�4.6±8.2mm Hg, P= .365).
Furthermore, a single session of WT with or without

antihypertensive medication had an antihypertensive effect in
both groups (Suppl 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/G186).
3.3. Blood pressure changes after repeated Waon therapy
(Fig. 1 & Table 3)

Twenty-two patients received repeated WT (at least 5 sessions,
once daily; mean, 10.3±4.8 sessions [5–25 sessions]). In these
patients, blood pressure before the second session showed a
Table 2

Effect of a single Waon therapy session.

All

Before After warming After Before

Body weight (kg) 75.9±8.4 75.6±8.3
∗

71.5±5.3
Sublingual

temperature
(°C) 36.6±0.5 37.4±0.4

∗
37.2±0.5

∗
36.6±0.5

SBP (mm Hg) 118.6±14.6 115.8±17.4
∗

116.2±12.
DBP (mm Hg) 69.8±11.1 65.3±12.3

∗
67.2±9

MBP (mm Hg) 86.1±11.7 82.1±13.4
∗

83.5±9.6
BP diff (mm Hg) 48.9±8.4 50.5±10.0 49.0±8.2
HR (bpm) 68.4±8.8 72.1±9.7

∗
66.4±6.7

DP 8210±1552 8425±1897
∗

7749±136

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Sublingual temperature was measured before and
BP diff=differential pressure, DBP=diastolic blood pressure, DP=double products, HR=heart rate, M
∗
Significant (P< .01) for before vs after Waon therapy.

†Significant (P< .01) for non-smoking vs current smoking.
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decreasing trend in the non-smoking group compared with the
first session, but not in the smoking group (total: SBP: 122.5±
15.2→122.6±16.4mm Hg, DBP: 73.8±11.7→71.5±12.2mm
Hg; non-smoking: SBP: 124.2±11.3→121.2±14.6mm Hg,
DBP: 73.6±4.9→68.2±6.6mm Hg; current smoking: SBP:
120.4±18.8→123.0±18.7mm Hg, DBP: 74.0±16.3→74.2±
15.8mm Hg).
Repeated WT did not have a significant blood pressure-

lowering effect (difference in SBP: �5.4±16.7mm Hg, effect size
d=0.31; difference in DBP: �5.6±10.9mm Hg, d=0.45;
difference in mean blood pressure: �5.6±11.8mm Hg, d=
0.41). On the contrary, the non-smoking group showed
significant greater blood pressure-lowering effect compared to
the current smoking group (SBP: �15.4±10.0 vs 4.5±16.4mm
Hg, P= .003; DBP: �11.5±4.8 vs 0.3±12.3mm Hg, P= .008;
mean blood pressure:�12.8±5.8 vs 1.7±12.0mmHg, P= .002).
Furthermore, the blood pressure-lowering effect of repeated

WT with or without antihypertensive medication in the non-
smoking group was similar (Suppl 2, http://links.lww.com/MD/
G187). However, statistical analysis was not performed because
the number of cases was not sufficient.
4. Discussion

The present study is a retrospective analysis of the blood pressure-
lowering effect of WT in patients with hypertension. In all
participants, the therapy was relatively safe, and there were no
adverse events, such as dizziness or falls due to hypotension,
associated with WT.
The results suggest that repeated WT can be safely used to

reduce blood pressure in non-smokers with hypertension.
4.1. Differences in participant characteristics

In terms of characteristics, current smokers were found to be
younger, weighed heavier, and more likely to be taking
antihypertensive medication than non-smokers. Some partici-
pants in the non-smoking group had a history of smoking but
they made lifestyle changes, alleviating the need for antihyper-
tensive medications. The difference in blood pressure reduction
observed in this study may have also been due to the influence of
obesity and antihypertensive medication.
Non-smoking Current smoking

After warming After Before After warming After

71.2±5.4
∗

81.5±8 81.1±7.9
∗

37.4±0.4
∗

37.3±0.4
∗

36.6±0.4 37.5±0.4
∗

37.1±0.5
∗

5 113.5±15.2
∗

122.0±16.6 119.0±19.6
∗

63.3±10.6
∗

73.4±12.7 68.1±13.8
∗

80.1±11.6
∗

89.6±13.5 85.0±15.1
∗

50.1±9.0 48.7±8.8 50.9±11.3
68.6±7.8

∗
70.6±10.2 75.8±10.1

∗

9 7843±1768 8572±1481 8975±1674
∗

after Waon therapy and immediately after warming.
BP=mean blood pressure, SBP= systolic blood pressure.

http://links.lww.com/MD/G186
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Figure 1. Comparison of blood pressure-lowering effect of repeated Waon
therapy between current smokers and non-smokers changes in SBP and DBP
before and after repeated Waon therapy in non-smokers ( ) and current
smokers ( ) with hypertension. Both SBP and DBP are significantly lower in
non-smokers. An interaction effect is observed in both groups for SBP and
DBP. Data are presented as mean ± SD. DBP=diastolic blood pressure,
SBP=systolic blood pressure.

∗
Significant difference (P< .05) between before

and after values.
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4.2. Blood pressure-lowering effect of a single session of
Waon therapy

Finnish sauna therapy has been shown to lower blood pressure
and prevent hypertension in middle-aged adults[28] but may not
have a blood pressure-lowering effect in older adults. WT, which
uses a lower temperature than Finnish sauna therapy, has been
shown to have a blood pressure-lowering effect in patients with
chronic heart failure.[3]

In the present study, a single sessionofWTresulted in a significant
reduction inboth SBPandDBP.Thismaybedue to vasodilation and
reduction of peripheral vascular resistance. A previous study
reported that WT resulted in significant vasodilation; however,
blood pressure reductionwas not observed.[29] The possible reasons
for this observation are: the participants were young and healthy;
blood pressure wasmeasured in the supine position, which provides
Table 3

Effect of repeated Waon therapy sessions.

All

Before After Effect size (d) Befo

Waon therapy sessions 10.3±4.8
SBP (mm Hg) 122.3±15.2 116.9±19.6 0.31 124.2±
DBP (mm Hg) 73.8±11.7 68.2±13.2 0.45 73.6±
MBP (mm Hg) 90.0±11.8 84.4±14.9 0.41 90.5±
BP diff (mm Hg) 48.5±11.8 48.7±10.2 50.5±

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
BP diff=differential pressure, DBP=diastolic blood pressure, MBP=mean blood pressure, SBP= systo
∗
Significant (P< .01) for before vs after repeated Waon therapy.

†Significant (P< .01) for non-smoking vs current smoking.

4

an adaptation to the vasodilation caused by the warm therapy; and
the absence of the effects of postural changes and fluid movement
due to gravity.[29] Although the previous study population was
different from ours, it is thought that vasodilation also occurred in
the participants of the present study.
In the non-smoking group, pre-session blood pressure showed

a decreasing trend. WT has been shown to have an inhibitory
effect on the sympathetic nervous system,[29,30] and this effect
may have been sustained in the non-smoking group.

4.3. Blood pressure-lowering effect of repeated Waon therapy

When comparing both groups, only the non-smoking group
showed a significant decrease in blood pressure after repeated
WT. A previous study showed that repeated WT improved
endothelial and autonomic nerve function.[8] This may have led
to the blood pressure-lowering effect observed in this study. The
smoking group was significantly overweight compared to the
non-smoking group and may have contributed to a lack of blood
pressure reduction due to physiological changes, such as potential
vascular endothelial and vasodilatory dysfunction.[31–34] Con-
versely, the non-smoking group had a lower body weight and
may not have had as much loss of vascular function as the
smoking group. Another reason for the lack of blood pressure-
lowering effect in the smoking group may be insufficient
sympathetic nerve suppression since the blood pressure reduction
was not achieved in 1 session of WT, as shown in the results.
This study suggests that current smoking in hypertensive

patients counteracts the blood pressure-lowering effect of WT.
Alternatively, a greater times may be required to achieve a blood
pressure-lowering effect. However, it is thought that blood
pressure may fluctuate and gradually decrease among non-
smokers through repeated WT (Fig. 2).
However, there are several unclear aspects of thermal therapy,

including WT. First, it is still unclear how long the antihyperten-
sive effect of repeated WT lasts. For example, how long does the
effect last after 2 weeks or 1 month of repeated WT, and to what
extent is the antihypertensive effect achieved by repeated WT?
Secondly, it is not sufficiently clear how often the WT should be
repeated to obtain the antihypertensive effect (the recommended
frequency is at least twice a week for outpatients with chronic
heart failure[10] and 5 times a week for inpatients with stable
symptoms of heart failure,[4,5] and many studies suggest multiple
times a week for Finnish sauna[18]). In the future, it is desirable to
verify the sustained effects and appropriate frequency of thermal
therapy, includingWT, in various atherosclerotic diseases such as
hypertension.
Non-smoking Current smoking

re After Effect size (d) Before After Effect size (d)

12.2±5.9 8.5±2.4
11.3 108.8±13.4

∗
1.24 120.4±18.8 124.9±22 –0.22

4.9 62.1±7.6
∗

1.81 74.0±16.3 74.3±15.1 –0.02
4.3 77.7±8.5

∗
1.89 89.5±16.5 91.2±17.1 –0.10

13.3 46.7±10.6 46.4±10.3 50.6±9.8

lic blood pressure.



Figure 2. Diagram of the blood pressure changes after repeated Waon
therapy. In non-smokers ( ) and current smokers ( ), predicted changes in
SBP are shown in the figure. The results suggest that smoking may create a
difference in the blood pressure-lowering effect of Waon therapy.
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5. Limitations

The present study has several limitations. First, the primary
mechanisms responsible for the blood pressure-lowering effect
were unclear since vascular functions (such as vasodilatory
response and vascular endothelial function), autonomic and
neurohumoral factors based on heart rate variability analysis,
and laboratory data were not evaluated. Second, it is unclear how
many sessions of Waon therapy are required to achieve the blood
pressure-lowering effect. Third, it is unclear how long the blood
pressure-lowering effect will last. Furthermore, it was not
possible to sufficiently examine the extent to which differences
in age, weight, and medication use affected the blood pressure-
lowering effect or whether other influencing factors were present.
6. Conclusion

After a single session of WT, there was a temporary reduction in
blood pressure, but this effect was not sustained. Repeated WT
had a blood pressure-lowering effect in non-smokers. Repeated
WT for more than 1 week had a blood pressure-lowering effect in
non-smokers, but not in smokers, with hypertension.
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